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ABSTRACT

Improved layout of QCA(quantum-dot cellular automata)-
based PLA (programmable logic array) that enhance the de-
fect tolerance is proposed, in order to develop next genera-
tion circuit technology that replace the conventional CMOS
technology. We analyze which QCA device (quantum-dot
cell) limits the defect tolerance of the AND/OR plane cell of
the QCA-PLA by using QCA circuit simulator or QCADe-
signer. It is assumed that there is single defect in the circuit
and the defect model is shift of a QCA device. The result
shows that coplanar crossing limits the defect tolerance. Sev-
eral layouts that possibly improve the defect tolerance are
studied. Triple-redundant configuration of the wire shows
the best result. We implemented the both AND plane and OR
plane with the improved AND/OR plane cell and evaluated
the PLA. Here, multiple defects are assumed. Our improved
layout shows significant enhancement of the defect tolerance.

Keywords: QCA, PLA, coplanar-crossing, triple-redundancy,
defect tolerance

1 INTRODUCTION

CMOS technology faces serious challenges due to the
fundamental physical limits such as ultra-thin gate oxides
and doping fluctuations in nanoscale era. Different devices
that might either replace or augment CMOS technology are
required. The work presented here looks at the quantum-dot
cellular automata (QCA) device architecture [1] – and more
specifically a programmable logic array (PLA) architecture
realized with QCA devices.

The QCA is one of the alternative device candidates that
attract considerable attention [1]. QCA circuits could poten-
tially achieve logical operations and data transfer with higher
clock frequency and/or with lower power dissipation than
conventional CMOS circuits. Several implementations of the
QCA have been proposed: the metal-dot QCA [2], [3], the
molecular QCA [4], and the magnetic QCA [5].

The PLA is a reconfigurable system-level architecture. A
programmable memory device and a few logical gates are du-
plicated and arranged in an array manner. The circuit func-
tion can be reconfigured after the chip has been fabricated
and assembled. Not only the MOS-based PLA but Also the
QCA-based PLA have been proposed [6]. The PLA architec-
ture makes it easy to implement circuit functions and enables

us to repair malfunction caused by defects.
One of the most critical issues in nano-scale devices such

as the QCA will be defect tolerance. Defect tolerance in the
QCA-based PLA has been discussed and a logic mapping
technique has been proposed in order to improve the toler-
ance [7]. However any methods to improve defect tolerance
of the QCA-based PLA AND/OR plane cell itself has not
been discussed to our knowledge. In this paper we analyze
the conventional AND/OR plane cell and propose a modified
layout that has better defect tolerance.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Quantum-Dot Cellular Automata (QCA)

A QCA device can consist of 2 or 4 quantum dots. A
4-quantum-dot QCA device is shown in Fig. 1(a). Diagonal
2 dots are occupied by electrons in the 4-quantum-dot QCA
device. As is shown in Fig. 1(b), two charge configurations
correspond to the logic value 0 and 1, respectively. QCA cir-
cuits are composed by arranging QCA devices. Basic circuit
elements are shown in the rest of Fig. 1. Fig. 1(c) shows
a wire that transfer signals. Fig. 1(d) is a inverter-chain in
which logic value is toggled step-by-step. A 3-input and 1-
output majority voter (MV) is shown in Fig. 1 (e). A 2-input
AND/OR gate can be made by setting one input of an MV
to 0/1, respectively. Figures 1 (f) and (g) show crossings.
Methods to implement multilevel crossing of wires have not
been proposed yet. Therefore, coplanar crossings are used.
In this paper, we refer to these crossings as “type-A” (Fig.1
(f)) and “type-B” (Fig. 1 (g)) crossing, respectively. In the
QCA circuit, the direction of signal propagation is controlled
by clocking scheme [8].

2.2 QCA-PLA

Structure of the QCA-PLA is shown in Fig. 2. As is
shown in Fig. 2 (a), same as the MOS-based PLA, the QCA-
PLA contains two planes: AND plane and OR plane. These
planes are arrays of AND/OR plane cells. Layout of the
AND plane cell is shown in Fig. 2(b). Layout of the OR plane
cell is very similar to that of the AND plane cell, except the
layout is flipped. The AND/OR plane cell contains wires,
an inverter-chain, a coplanar-crossing, an AND gate, an OR
gate, and a programmable memory element. The value of the
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Figure 1: QCA device and basic circuit elements

(a) (b)

Figure 2: QCA-based PLA

programmable memory element is fixed in the normal opera-
tion mode, while an arbitrary value is written into the element
in the programming mode. The operation mode is controlled
by the clocking.

3 Evaluation of the conventional PLA
AND/OR plane cell

We analyzed which QCA device (quantum-dot cell) lim-
its the defect tolerance of the conventional AND/OR plane
cell [6]. We modified the “QCADesigner” software [9] to
compare output logic signals between the defect-less circuit
and that with a defect, then simulated behavior of the con-
ventional AND/OR plane cell. Considered defect model is
the shifted device (a deviation of a QCA device from the
ideal device in terms of location) and single defect is as-
sumed here. One defective QCA device is selected exhaus-
tively from the layout. Then, the amount of the device shift
was set at 21 steps ranging from -2nm to 2nm in X-direction
and Y-direction, respectively. The simulated result is shown
in Fig. 3. In this figure, a box with solid black line corre-
sponds to one QCA device and there are 21×21 pixels in the
box. The color of a pixel shows whether all logic signals on
the output terminals are good or not. Cyan pixels show good
outputs and red pixels show faulty ones. The center pixel in
a box corresponds to the defect-less circuit so that the cen-
ter pixel is always colored cyan. The displacement from the
center of a box shows amount of shift of the corresponding
device. From the Fig. 3, we found that the crossing-point of

Figure 3: Simulated Result of the conventional AND/OR
plane cell

a wire and an inverter-chain causes degradation of the defect
tolerance.

4 Improvement of AND/OR plane cell layout

In order to improve defect tolerance of the PLA AND/OR
plane cell, We tried alternative layouts by means of selecting
circuits elements from the following selections:

• either a type-A or type-B crossing,

• either a thick wire/inverter-chain or triple-redundant
wires/inverter-chains at the crossing point.

One of the layouts is shown in Fig. 4. In this layout, triple-
redundant wires and a type-A crossing are selected. The
modified layouts are evaluated in the same way mentioned
in the previous section. A normal wire/inverter-chain is also
evaluated for the sake of comparison. The results are shown
in Fig. 5. Correspondence between figures in Fig. 5 and the
circuit-element selections are listed in Table 1. From these
results, we found that triple-redundant wires and a type-A
crossing, Fig. 5 (e), shows best defect tolerance.

5 Evaluation

We evaluated the defect tolerance of the QCA-based PLA
with the conventional AND/OR plane cells and that with the
proposed cells. As is shown in Fig. 6, the PLA have a 3 ×
3 AND plane and a 3 × 1 OR plane. Multiple faults are
assumed here. The simulated result is shown in Fig. 7. Figure
7 (a) shows defect tolerance of the PLA with conventional
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Figure 4: Improved AND/OR plane cell layout

Figure 5: Results of defect tolerance evaluation

cells and Fig. 7 (b) shows that with proposed cells. In these
figures, the X, Y, and Z axes show the defect rate, device
shift, and the probability of correct outputs. Locations of
devices where defects are injected and the direction of device
shift are decided by uniformly distributed random numbers.
Line profiles where the defect rate is 2 % and the device shift
is 1nm are shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), respectively. These
figures show that our PLA have better defect tolerance.

Table 1: Correspondence between Fig. 5 and circuit-element
selections

crossing typewire/inverter-chain type type-A type-B
normal Fig. 5(a) Fig. 5(b)
thick Fig. 5(c) Fig. 5(d)

triple-redundant Fig. 5(e) Fig. 5(f)

Figure 6: Layout of the improved QCA-PLA

6 Conclusions

Improved layout of QCA(quantum-dot cellular automata)-
based PLA (programmable logic array) that enhance the de-
fect tolerance was proposed, in order to develop next gener-
ation circuit technology that replace the conventional CMOS
technology. We analyzed which QCA device (quantum-dot
cell) limits the defect tolerance of the AND/OR plane cell of
the QCA-PLA by using QCA circuit simulator or QCADe-
signer. It was assumed that there is single defect in the cir-
cuit and the defect model is shift of a QCA device. The
result showed that coplanar crossing limits the defect toler-
ance. Several layouts that possibly improve the defect tol-
erance were studied. Triple-redundant configuration of the
wire showed the best result. We implemented the both AND
plane and OR plane with the improved AND/OR plane cell
and evaluated the PLA. Here, multiple defects were assumed.
Our improved layout showed significant enhancement of the
defect tolerance.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Simulated result: probability of correct output versus defect rate and device shift: (a) conventional PLA, (b) proposed
PLA.
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Figure 8: Line profiles of Fig. 3: (a) device shift=1nm, (b) defect rate=2%.
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